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[1] Degradation morphology of scarps can be used to estimate the age of an episode
of uplift: linear diffusion models for slope degradation provide analytical solutions relying
on simplified geometry and kinematics. In this paper, we evaluate to what extent such
models can be applied to date cumulative reverse fault scarps by comparing their predicted
degradation coefficients with those of a more realistic numerical model. Two analytical
models with increasing complexity have been considered; the CU and IU models represent
the morphological evolution of a single vertical fault at a constant rate of uplift and that of
a vertical fault shifting incrementally, respectively. Synthetic data are generated by a
numerical model accounting for reverse faulting, linear diffusion, and gravity-controlled
collapse. We show that for cumulative reverse faulting without folding, approximated
models neglecting fault dip and gravitational collapse lead to valid estimates of the
degradation coefficient in a lot of cases because gravitational collapse and reverse faulting
are competitive geomorphic processes. We provide estimates of the shifts expected on the
degradation coefficient according to neglected processes. INDEX TERMS: 1824 Hydrology:

Geomorphology (1625); 7230 Seismology: Seismicity and seismotectonics; 1815 Hydrology: Erosion and

sedimentation; 8010 Structural Geology: Fractures and faults; 8107 Tectonophysics: Continental neotectonics;
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1. Introduction

[2] Estimation of the uplift rates in active areas, as well as
the age of landscapes, can be inferred from the degradation
morphology of escarpments [e.g., Nash, 1984; Hanks and
Schwartz, 1987; Avouac and Peltzer, 1993; Enzel et al.,
1996; Arrowsmith et al., 1998]. Leveling across scarps and
inversion of topographic profiles with simple linear diffu-
sion models can provide an estimate of the degradation
coefficient t = Kt, the product of the mass diffusivity
parameter K (m2/yr) by the duration t (years) of an inter-
seismic period following the offset of the topography [e.g.,
Andrews and Hanks, 1985]. If the mass diffusivity param-
eter can be calibrated, escarpments as old as 100 ka can be
dated in arid regions, where erosion rate is low and land-
forms preserved [Hanks, 1999].
[3] When escarpments result from a single event, for

instance one earthquake creating a fault scarp [e.g., Nash,
1984;Hanks et al., 1984;Hanks and Schwartz, 1987;Enzel et
al., 1996] or a fluvial terrace scarp [e.g., Hanks and Wallace,
1985; Avouac and Peltzer, 1993; Nivière et al., 1998; Nivière
and Marquis, 2000], simple analytical solution of the dif-
fusion equation with known initial conditions gives valuable

estimates of Kt. The morphology of cumulative scarps, that
recorded several events, may be used to estimate uplift rates
on longer periods of time [e.g. Avouac and Peltzer, 1993;
Arrowsmith et al., 1998; Mattson and Bruhn, 2001]. How-
ever, geological conditions are more complicated and can
involve variable dip of faults, several overlapping events, and
migration of the surface uplift location. Therefore, geomor-
phological models of a higher level of complexity are
supposed to be required to date such scarps, but their level
of complexity has not been determined yet clearly for
cumulative reverse fault scarps.Hanks et al. [1984] proposed
an analytical solution of the diffusion equation based on the
assumption that cumulative scarps morphology can be
described by a constant uplift rate on a vertical fault. Greater
number of geomorphic processes can be taken into account
by numerical modeling [e.g., Avouac and Peltzer, 1993;
Arrowsmith et al., 1996; Arrowsmith et al., 1998; Mattson
and Bruhn, 2001], but the geological constraints to describe
all the processes involved are usually not available. The main
reason for this is that a trench at the location of a several
meters high scarp profile is not always available. A trench is
necessary to determine clearly the number of events, the
location, and the shallow geometry of the successive faults.
At most, some morphological evidences allow an estimate of
the value of the vertical incremental offset, or/and to evaluate
if all the scarp reactivations were located at the same place or
not. For example, an asymmetrical scarp can result from
variable location of the scarp reactivation at each event [e.g.,
Avouac and Peltzer, 1993; Nivière and Marquis, 2000].
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Therefore, evaluating the limits of dating models and defin-
ing the conditions of their applicability to cumulative reverse
fault scarps is of primary interest.
[4] To address this issue, we have developed a numerical

model that can account for dipping faults, gravitational
collapse, several successive uplifts events, horizontal offsets
associated with faulting, and slope erosion. We generated
synthetic scarp profiles for an extensive range of parameters
(including incremental offset values, number of events, fault
dips, distances between successive surface ruptures, and
time lags between events), and we estimated the degradation
coefficient from the synthetic profiles deduced from simpler
models in which some of the processes are neglected. We
restricted our study to reverse fault scarp and vertical fault
scarps because the question addressed here has already been
studied by Avouac and Peltzer [1993] for cumulative
normal fault scarps. The simple models we tested are two
analytical solutions of the diffusion equation. The first
model is the analytical model proposed by Hanks et al.
[1984], which accounts for continuous uplift along a verti-
cal fault (continuous-uplift model). The second model is an
analytical solution of the diffusion equation for a succession
of offsets on vertical faults, that we derived in this analysis
(incremental uplift model). We chose to evaluate the validity
of such analytical models because the CU model has been
used previously [Hanks et al., 1984; Mattson and Bruhn,
2001], and because they only require parameters that can
usually be estimated from scarp morphology. In the first part
of this paper, we describe the different models, the numer-
ical model behavior, and the method of inversion. Then, the
result of inversions allow us to discuss in which extent the
studied processes can be neglected.

2. Reverse Fault Scarp Evolution

[5] Scarps are submitted to slope erosion and may be
incised locally by gullies. In portions of scarps preserved
from incision, three main processes involved in the mor-
phological evolution of cumulative reverse fault scarps can
be distinguished [McCalpin, 1996] (Figure 1a): (1) offset of
the surface with vertical and horizontal components and
associated folding (instantaneous); (2) gravitational collapse
of the hanging wall, leading to a gravity-controlled face at
the slope of repose of the material (several months); (3)
slope erosion by soil creep during interseismic periods
between two uplift events. Folding can have variable
amplitude and can affect significantly the morphology of
a reverse fault scarp [e.g., Philip and Meghraoui, 1983;
Philip et al., 1992]. Additionally, reverse faulting can
involve an unique planar fault cutting the surface, or a
more complex geometry near the surface with secondary
fractures, the splaying out of the fault, and variable location
of the surface offset at each event [e.g., Philip and
Meghraoui, 1983; Meghraoui et al., 1988; Swan, 1988;
McCalpin, 1996; Yeats et al., 1997, p. 352]. Moreover, the
complexity of the surface rupture can be variable along a
fault scarp.

3. Numerical Model

[6] Morphologies of scarps in the real world result from a
large variety of processes. Here we discuss conditions for

which the numerical model is supposed to represent the real
world.
[7] The numerical model is a one-dimensional (1-D)

model based on the succession of the three first processes
cited previously (points 1, 2, and 3) (Figure 1b), except the
folding associated with reverse faulting which is not con-
sidered. Our study is thus restricted to cases for which
folding has a minor effect on scarp morphology. We
modeled planar faults (Figure 1). Their specified location
at each event can be variable. The surface offset depends on
the dip of fault and a specified vertical offset. Altitudes are
translated from the fault location according to that offset
(Figure 1). Soil creep erosion in portions of scarp preserved
from gullies incision is classically modeled by a linear law
relating the sediment mass flux per unit of width (q (m2/yr))
to the local slope (S ) [Culling, 1960] such as

q ¼ K S ; ð1Þ

where K (m2/yr) is the mass diffusivity parameter. Combi-
nation of this erosion law and the conservation equation
leads to a diffusion equation relying the erosion rate to the
local curvature:

@h

@t
¼ K

@2h

@x2
; ð2Þ

where h is the elevation, t is the time, and x is the location.
We use equation (2) to model the erosion during interseismic
periods (�t) during which the scarp acquires a degradation
state characterized by a specified degradation coefficient
�t = K �t (m2). The gravitational collapse occurring just
after an event is modeled by increasing the mass diffusivity
constant for slopes greater than a specified slope of repose
Sc. Although the gravitational collapse is not a diffusive
process, this numerical approach enables to form instanta-
neously a gravity-controlled face, that is consistent with field
observations [e.g., Wallace, 1977; Machette, 1987]. The
morphological evolution of a cumulative reverse fault scarp
is modeled by repeating three successive phases: offset of the
surface, gravitational collapse, and diffusion during inter-
seismic periods. Diffusion equation is solved on a 300 m
wide profile, so that the scarp evolution does not depend on
the boundary conditions. Boundary conditions are constant
elevation at the lower limit, and fixed elevation at the total
offset value at the upper side. Our model is similar to that
developed by Avouac and Peltzer [1993] for repeated normal
faulting. The only difference apart from the reverse
component of the faulting is that we solve the diffusion
equation by explicit finite difference method rather than
convoluting the topography with a gaussian erosion
function. Both approaches lead to the same solution.

4. Numerical Model Behavior

[8] A parametrical study of this model was carried out
varying the number of events, the offset increments, the dip
of faults, the slope of repose, the interseismic duration, and
the locations of the surface rupture. Different morphologies
were obtained, that can be summed up in three overall cases
(Figure 2). In the first case (Figure 2, case A), the morphol-
ogy of the surface rupture due to localized reverse move-
ment is being reset at each event by gravitational collapse.
This occurred for large incremental offsets, faults cutting the
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surface roughly at the same place, and small interseismic
durations. The resetting effect is enhanced for low dipping
faults, because of scarp constriction due to the horizontal
offset. Under those conditions, the morphological evolution
of scarp is mainly controlled by gravitational collapse. In
the second case (Figure 2, case B), successive faults are
distant enough to preserve the morphology inherited from
previous erosion periods, which leads to an asymmetrical
scarp slope profile and individualized slope maxima. This
morphology is favored for small offset increments com-

pared to the distance between faults, and by short inter-
seismic durations. For midrange values of these parameters,
asymmetrical scarp profiles are obtained (Figure 2 case C).
The slope distribution corresponds to embedded gaussian
curves leading to a single slope maximum. This morphol-
ogy is also favored by long interseismic periods. Cases A
and C (Figure 2) are also obtained if secondary faults break
the surface at each event, but remaining close to the main
rupture. In such conditions, the gravitational collapse
smooths the different surface offsets and the resulting

Figure 1. (a) Schematic evolution a reverse fault scarp degradation from the coseismic surface rupture,
to the end of an interseismic period. (b) Schematic representation of the successive steps in the numerical
model. The surface rupture occurs on a planar fault and the altitudes are translated from a specified fault
location according to the vertical and horizontal offsets. Slopes greater than a specified slope of repose
are reduced to this value. Then linear diffusion is applied during a specified interseismic duration.
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morphology is equivalent to the morphology associated
with a single main fault accounting for the total offset.

5. Analytical Models

5.1. Continuous Uplift Model (CU Model
[Hanks et al., 1984])

[9] Hanks et al. [1984] proposed an analytical solution of
the diffusion equation (2) with an additional term for an
uplift rate U:

@h

@t
� K

@2h

@x2
¼ U

2
sign xð Þ; ð3Þ

where sign(x) = �1 if x < 0 and sign(x) = +1 if x > 0.
Integrating (3) for initial conditions h(x = 0, t = 0) = 0 we
find the analytical solution:

hcu x; tð Þ ¼ U

2
t erf

x

2
ffiffiffi
t

p
� �

þ
U
2
x2

2K
erf

x

2
ffiffiffi
t

p
� �

� sign xð Þ
� �

þ
U
2
x

K

ffiffiffi
t
p

r
exp

�x2

4t

� �
þ x b ; ð4Þ

where b is the regional slope and t = Kt. This model assumes
a vertical and fixed fault that separates the scarp in two
symmetrical parts which move each other at constant rate U.

Figure 2. Schematic reverse fault scarp morphologies obtained with the numerical model. Case A
corresponds to a single fault with a low dip and large offsets. These parameter imply a resetting of the
scarp at each event because of the added effects of the scarp constriction and gravitational collapse. In
case B, the fault steps at each event, preserving a wide portion of the scarp from gravitational collapse
and allowing the morphology to keep the record of the successive surface offsets. In case C, The distance
between faults is smaller and offsets values are intermediate between cases A and B. The record of
variable fault location is only evidenced by the asymmetrical shape of the profiles. The size of the
gravity-controlled face is intermediate between cases A and B, allowing the scarp to be preserved only at
the top part.
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[10] The basic assumptions of this model are (Figure 3):
(1) the fault is planar and does not move with time, (2) the
fault is vertical, (3) the uplift is continuous and constant
over time, and (4) no gravitational collapse occurs. It can be
noted that elevation profiles computed from this model are
always symmetrical.

5.2. Incremental Uplift Model (IU Model)

[11] We introduce here another analytical solution of the
diffusion equation which accounts for the sequential uplift
and the possible variation of the surface rupture location.
Thus this model accounts for an intermediate level of
complexity between the continuous-uplift model and the
numerical model. The basic assumptions of this model are
(Figure 3) (1) the fault is planar, (2) the fault is vertical and
can step at each event, (3) the uplift is sequential and
corresponds to a succession of incremental offsets, and (4)
no gravitational collapse occurs.
[12] According to these assumptions, the elevation hIU(x, t)

were derived in the case of a number of events N and a planar
initial surface (see Appendix A):

hIU x; t ¼
XN
i¼1

�ti

 !
¼
XN
i¼1

dh

2

� �
i

þ
XN
i¼1

dh

2

� �
i erf

xþ
Pi

k¼1 �xk

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
k¼i �tk

q
2
64

3
75þ x b;

ð5Þ

with �x1 = 0, where (dh/2)i is the half vertical offset
associated to the event i,�xi the horizontal distance between
two successive faults, and �ti = K�ti the degradation
coefficient between events i and i + 1. Assuming constant
parameters ((dh/2)i = dh/2, �xi = � x, �ti = �t), this
solution becomes

hIU x; t ¼ N�tð Þ ¼ N
dh

2
þ dh

2

XN
i¼1

erf
xþ N � ið Þ�x

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
i�t

p
� �

þ x b

ð6Þ

Figure 3. Assumptions of the different models. (a) Numerical model from which synthetic profiles are
generated. (b) and (c) Analytical models based on simplified assumptions used to estimate the
degradation coefficient.
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Positive (negative) �x values correspond to forward (back-
ward) step of the fault at each event.

6. Inversion Method

[13] For simplicity, synthetic profiles are computed with
constant values of the parameters at the end of the inter-
seismic periods. Their elevation is sampled at constant
intervals, and the first fault is located at the zero axis in
the numerical model (Figure 3a), which defines the frame
axis in which the inversion is carried out. Then, we use the
analytical models (equations (4) and (6)) to calculate the
degradation coefficient. In order to determine the best fitting
value, a two-parameter search is performed in a least
squares inversion:
1. The first parameter is the fault’s location. Variable

location of the surface rupture over time and the reverse
component in the numerical model can produce asymme-
trical synthetic profiles, constriction and shift of the scarp
reactivation from the origin (Figure 3a). Because the
analytical models do not account for all these behaviors,
the search of the best fit between such a scarp profile and
analytical solutions requires an adjustment of their fault
locations. In the case of the IU model, the same number of
events (faults) as in the numerical model is considered,
while the CU model requires to adjust the location of a
single fault.
2. The second parameter is the degradation coefficient.

�t for the IU model and t for the CU model.

[14] For each values of fault location and degradation
coefficient, the root-mean-square (RMS) of the misfit
between synthetic and modeled elevation profiles is calcu-
lated [e.g., Avouac, 1993; Arrowsmith et al., 1998] as

RMS ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1

n

Xn
j¼1

hmodeled xj
� �

� hsynthetic xj
� �� �2vuut ; ð7Þ

where n is the number of points xj of the observed profile.
For each value of fault location, the RMS versus �t (or t
in the case of the CU model) passed through a minimum
value RMSmin which corresponds to the best fitting value of
�t (t) [Avouac, 1993]. The preferred value corresponds to
the minimum RMSmin calculated over the whole range of
tested faults locations. For each case, a sufficiently large
range of parameters values was explored so that the
optimum value of the degradation coefficient actually cor
responds to the minimum of the RMS function. In practice,
the adjustment of the faults locations implies that the
distance between faults is different than the distance
specified in the numerical model. For example, let us
consider a synthetic scarp profile (taken as data) generated
with two successive reverse faults at 0 m and �5 m in the
ho-rizontal axis. The optimum distance between faults in
the IU model will be smaller than 5 m to fit at best the
shortening due to reverse faulting. On the other hand, the

Figure 4. Results of inversions when neglecting repeated uplift and gravitational collapse with the CU
model (case 1). The studied scenario is that for which synthetic profiles were generated with the
numerical model. Results are given for 2, 4 and 7 events. Each graph shows �testimated versus �ttrue
curves for different offsets (dh) ranging between 0.5 m and 4 m by steps of 0.5 m. The dashed lines
correspond to zero misfit between estimated and true values. The misfits between these values can be
estimated graphically by the vertical shift between the dashed and the other curves. The limits of the
shaded domain correspond to a ±50% relative error between estimated and true values.
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optimum unique vertical fault of the CU model will be
located between 0 and �5 m.

7. Results

[15] The ability of analytical models to account for differ-
ent tectonic settings can be evaluated by comparing estimated
and true values of the degradation coefficient. The estimated
value are the results of inversions, while the true values are
set in the numerical model. These results are presented as a
sets of neglected processes, for which the parameters could
not be estimated in the field. Four different tectonic settings
are studied, involving vertical or 45� dipping fault, and single
or forward stepping faults. These choices correspond to
extreme cases of reverse fault scarp morphologies (Figure
2). The slope of repose is set at tan30 in each case, that
corresponds to the typical slope of repose of an unconsoli-
dated material. The regional slope is set at b = 0 in each case.

7.1. Case 1: Neglecting Repeated Uplift and
Gravitational Collapse With the CU Model

[16] Synthetic profiles are generated using a single vertical
fault, repeated offsets, and gravitational collapse after each
event. Figure 4 shows the�t values, defined as t divided by
the number of events, estimated from the CU model versus
‘‘true’’�t values. The dashed line corresponds to�testimated

= �ttrue and the shaded domains to �t estimates for which
the relative error is lower than ±50% (%(�testimated �
�ttrue)/�ttrue). Inverted �t values are plotted for different
offset values, ranging from dh = 0.5 m to 4 m by steps of 0.5
m, and for 2, 4, and 7 events. The studied �t values lie
between 2 and 80 m2. For typical values of the mass
diffusivity parameter ranging between 10�3 m2/yr and
10�2 m2/yr [Hanks, 1999], �t values correspond to dura-

tions between events ranging between 200 y and 80000 y,
and slip rates ranging between 0.6� 10�2 mm/yr to 2 cm/yr.
In Figure 4, the shift between inverted and true�t values can
be graphically determined from the vertical shift between the
dashed line and the others. Results show that the degradation
coefficient is overestimated in all cases. For small incremen-
tal offsets (dh < 2 m), this overestimate decreases with
increasing number of events: small offsets increments and
increasing number of events are a better approximate of a
continuous uplift. For large offset increments on the other
hand, misfit increases with the number of events because
gravitational collapse affects a larger part of the scarp and is
not taken into account by CU modelings.

7.2. Case 2: Neglecting Repeated Uplift, Gravitational
Collapse, and Fault Dip With the CU Model

[17] Synthetic profiles are computed as previously but the
fault is dipping at 45�. Figure 5 shows that the misfit
between the true values and those estimated from the CU
model decreases with increasing number of events for small
values of dh. The misfit increases with offsets for small
values of �ttrue, while it decreases for larger values. This
behavior is different from the previous case involving
vertical faults in the numerical model. The estimated �t
are significantly better than in the previous case, especially
for large offsets (compare Figures 4 and 5). For example,
the CU model gives an accurate estimate of the degradation
coefficient for the 7 events case, for dh = 2 m and �ttrue >
20 m2 (Figure 5). In the case of a vertical fault, the same set
of parameters leads to a relative overestimate between 100%
and 50%. This surprising result can be explained by the
competitive morphological effects of the gravitational col-
lapse and the shortening by reverse displacement. Reverse
movement implies a constriction of the scarp, that appears

Figure 5. Results of inversions, when neglecting repeated uplift, gravitational collapse, and fault dip
with the CU model (case 2). Same as Figure 4.
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when comparing the slope profiles associated with a vertical
fault and with a fault dipping at 45�: the second one is
narrower than the first one at the basis (Figure 6). On the
other hand, the gravitational collapse, enhanced by reverse
displacement, favors the preservation of a large slope at the
center of the profile after diffusion. Consequently, the
maximum slope in the reverse fault case is greater than in
the vertical fault case (Figure 6). Arrowsmith et al. [1996]
noted that the CU model predicts a narrower scarp and a
greater maximum slope than reality, because a large slope at
the center of the profile is enhanced by the continuous uplift
and the absence of slope threshold. However, these mor-
phological misfits are reduced when a reverse movement is
involved (Figure 6c). Thus this result suggests that a reverse
fault scarp is better approximated by the CU model than a
vertical fault scarp, for which the model was designed.

7.3. Case 3: Neglecting Repeated Uplift,
Gravitational Collapse, and Variable Fault
Location With the CU Model

[18] In this case (Figure 7), �t values are always over-
estimated. The overestimate does not depend significantly
on the vertical offset value, but decreases with increasing

number of events, especially for small �t values. For large
offset increments, estimates are better than for a single
vertical fault (compare Figures 4 and 7). Large offsets favor
the scarp degradation by gravitational collapse, which
affects a narrower portion of the scarp when the fault steps
(Figure 2, case C). Gravitational collapse tends to make the
synthetic profiles more symmetrical, while preserving a
large portion of the scarp from resetting. This trade-off
implies that the CU model is more valid if the rupture
location actually moves. For small offset increments, esti-
mated �t values are conversely not as good (compare
Figures 4 and 7) because synthetic profiles are strongly
asymmetrical, as a consequence of the fault migration and
the minor effect of gravitational collapse in this case.
Consequently, scarp profiles computed with CU model
poorly fit the studied synthetic profiles.

7.4. Case 4: Neglecting Repeated Uplift, Gravitational
Collapse, Variable Fault Location, and Fault Dip With
the CU Model

[19] In this case (Figure 8), �t values are also system-
atically overestimated. The misfit decreases with increasing
offset for high �ttrue value. Moreover, while the misfits are

Figure 6. Why the CU model is a better approximate of a reverse fault scarp than a vertical fault scarp?
(a) Reverse faulting implies a scarp constriction and favors the collapse of the scarp. (b) For a vertical
fault, gravitational collapse affects a narrower portion of the scarp. The degraded scarp length (between
the 2 points) is greater than in the previous case (Figure 6a) and the maximum slope is smaller. (c)
Comparison of computed slope distributions for 2 scarps generated with the numerical model (vertical
and 45� dipping fault) and one scarp generated with the CU model. The degradation coefficient is the
same for the three profiles. Note that the profile generated with a reverse fault is narrower at the basis than
for a vertical fault, while its maximum slope is greater. The CU model predicts also a narrower curve and
a greater maximum slope than the model accounting for a vertical fault and gravitational collapse.
Consequently, the CU model fits better the reverse fault case.
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similar to those of case 3 (compare Figures 7 and 8), results
are significantly better for large offsets increments, and for
increasing number of events. This is once again due to the
scarp constriction related to reverse faulting. These results

suggest that reverse faulting with variable fault location can
be well approximated with the CU model, leading to
relative errors on �t below 50% for most of the tested
range of parameters.

Figure 7. Results of inversions when neglecting repeated uplift, gravitational collapse and variable fault
location with the CU model (case 3). Same as Figure 4.

Figure 8. Results of inversion when neglecting repeated uplift, gravitational collapse, variable fault
location and fault dip with the CU model (case 4). Same as Figure 4.
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7.5. Case 5: Neglecting Gravitational Collapse With
the IU Model

[20] Because the IU model accounts for fixed or variable
fault locations, two scenarios are summed up in this section:
Figure 9a shows the results for synthetic profiles computed
with a single vertical fault, and Figure 9b shows the results
when the fault location steps 5 m at each event.
[21] For the first case (Figure 9a), the inferred values of

�t are overestimated, although this overestimate is very
small. The overestimate increases with the value of dh and
the number of events. This result is consistent with what we
learned from studies of one event scarps. Comparison has
been made with one event scarps morphologies correspond-
ing either to an initial step-like geometry (analogue to IU
model initial condition) or to an initial ramp-like geometry
with a uniform slope [e.g., Hanks, 1999; Nivière et al.,
1998]. In the case of one event scarp and for t/dh2 � 1,
Hanks [1999] pointed out that ‘‘scarp degradation no longer
cares about the initial condition, so long as the initial slope
is �30�.’’ In the case of cumulative scarp, large incremental
offsets and increasing number of events favor the resetting
by gravitational collapse. This leads to ramp-like geometry
defined by a uniform slope (30� in our synthetic profiles) at
each event (see Figure 2, case A). Such cumulative scarps
behave as one event scarp for which a similar criterion can
be applied (�t/number of events dh2 � 1). For example,
the inverted �t is very closed to the true value for �t = 70
m2, 4 events and dh = 4 m. For these values, the criterion is
70/(4 � 42) = 1.1 > 1 (Figure 9a).
[22] When the fault location steps at each event (Figure 9b),

results are significantly better. The difference between true
and inverted values of�t is only significant for incremental
offsets dh > 3m. Although the step of scarp reactivation tends
to preserve the scarp morphology from gravitational collapse
(Figure 2, case B), this process becomes an important
controlling factor for large offsets (dh > 3 m). These results
suggest that neglecting gravitational collapse when modeling
vertical fault scarps is valuable since rupture position varies
and offset increments are lower than 3 m.

7.6. Case 6: Neglecting Gravitational Collapse and
Fault Dip (IU Model)

[23] Figure 10a shows the �t values inverted by IU
modeling when a single fault dipping at 45� is used for the
numerical model. Unlike the vertical faulting case, �t can
be underestimated. For example, the true value is 50 m2 for 7
events and dh = 4 m, while the corresponding inverted value
is 42 m2 (Figure 10b). For small �ttrue values and large
offset increments, inverted values are greater than true one,
because gravitational collapse becomes the main controlling
process of scarp degradation (Figure 2, case A). Such
synthetic profiles evolve from a ramp-like geometry
acquired at each event by collapse. The positive misfits
between inverted and true values is due to the discrepancy
between such initial conditions and the step-like initial
conditions of the IU model. They vanish and become
negative when �ttrue increase, because of the scarp con-
striction. This effect dominates when the degradation coef-
ficient increases. Consequently, a scarp evolving with a
reverse fault and long interseismic durations displays a lower
apparent degradation state (coefficient) than a scarp evolving
with a vertical fault.

[24] Repeating the last experiments but imposing a reverse
fault stepping 5 m at each event provides results shown in
Figure 10b. The misfits follow the same behavior as for the
single fault models (Figures 10a and 10b). However, esti-
mates are better because the variable location of the rupture
preserves the scarp from gravitational collapse.
[25] In conclusion, reverse component and gravitational

collapse interact to give either a less degraded or a more
degraded apparent state to scarps. Neglecting these two
processes implies an overestimate of �t for large offset
increments and small interseismic durations, and an under-
estimate for long interseismic periods.

8. Discussion

8.1. Representativity of the Tested Tectonic Settings

[26] Although a wide range of parameters values have
been investigated, the tested tectonic scenarios (vertical or
dipping fault, single fault, or forward stepping faults) do not
represent an exhaustive range of possible cases. Moreover,
some of the tested cases may be strictly theoretical, with a
poor fitting with reality. On the other hand, they may
represent extreme cases of real scarp morphologies, as
suggested by our parametrical study of the numerical model
behavior (Figure 2). Our results may consequently be
enlarged to other tectonic scenarios, that have the same
effect in terms of scarp morphology. For example, secon-
dary fractures associated with a main fault do not appear in
the scarp morphology if gravitational collapse is efficient
enough. It should also be noted that the forward stepping of
a vertical fault may also represent the successive reactiva-
tions of a terrace riser by pulses of lateral incision of a river
[e.g., Nivière and Marquis, 2000]. The folding associated
with reverse faulting has not been taken into account in our
study. Generally, folding leads to an overestimate of the
degradation coefficient, because it gives an apparently more
degraded morphology than the reality. Therefore, this geo-
morphic factor should affect the validity of a simple model
applied to real case. Consequently, our results should not be
extended to scarps strongly controlled by folding.

8.2. What Can Be Neglected?

[27] The objective of this study was to identify the con-
ditions for which some processes involved in cumulative
reverse fault scarp evolution could be neglected, with an
‘‘acceptable’’ error in the degradation coefficient determina-
tion. Formally, our results suggest that no process can be
neglected, because estimates are always shifted from the true
values. In some cases, the shift can be small. For example,
neglecting gravitational collapse in the case of a near vertical
fault provides an estimate of the degradation coefficient
within +5% of relative error (%(�testimated � �ttrue)/
�ttrue), if dh < 2 m and �t > 20 m2 (this error can be
estimated from Figure 9a and concerns the IU model). This
value reaches 50% with the CU model neglecting repeated
offsets and gravitational collapse associated with a near
vertical fault (see Figure 4). A 50% relative error of the
degradation coefficient leads to a �33% relative error of the
mean uplift rate U defined as%(Uestimated�Utrue)/Utrue, where
U = total offset/total time. For example, if we estimate a
degradation coefficient within 50% relative error, and if the
true slip rate is 1 mm/yr, we will estimate an uplift rate at 0.75
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mm/yr. In most cases, uncertainties on the dating techniques
(e.g., cosmonucleides) are such, compared to the implications
on fault behavior and seismic hazard, that the knowledge of
the order of magnitude could be quite sufficient: main
questions that arise in active tectonics are to know if fault

slip is 1mm/yr or 10mm/yr, rather than if it is 0.75mm/yr or 1
mm/yr. Therefore, if we accept a relative error lower than
±50% for the degradation coefficient, the parameters range
for which this criterion is valid can be determined from our
results for each set of neglected process. Figure 11 displays

Figure 9. Results of inversions, when neglecting gravitational collapse with the IU model (case 5). (a)
Studied synthetic profiles correspond to a succession of offsets on a vertical fault with gravitational
collapse. (b) Same as Figure 9a but the fault steps 5 m at each event. Same as Figure 4.
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the �t versus dh ranges for which scarp modelings with the
CU model (Figure 11a) and the IU model (Figure 11b) give
estimate of the degradation coefficient within a relative error
lower than ±50%, both for fixed and stepping fault cases. In
most of the cases, this error is positive, except for IUmodel in
the case of fault dipping at 45� and large �t values (see

Figure 10). Figure 11 illustrates the most striking results we
obtained: the more simple model (CU model) gives better
estimates of the degradation for dipping faults than for
vertical faults, and remains valid for some stepping fault
cases, although CU model is based on a one vertical fault
assumption. This suggests that different faulting combined

Figure 10. Results of inversions when neglecting gravitational collapse and the fault dip with the IU
model (case 6). (a) Studied synthetic profiles correspond to a succession of offsets on a 45� dipping fault
with gravitational collapse. (b) Same as Figure 10a but the fault steps 5 m at each event. Same as Figure 4.
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with different degradation processes may produce similar
scarp morphologies. However, this lack of uniqueness in
scarp modeling can be used positively. It allows us to neglect
some processes for which the parameters are difficult to
estimate with accuracy on the field (for instance the fault
dip or the incremental offset values). For example, let us
consider a scarp for which there are some morphological
evidences that the reverse fault has a dip lower than 90� and
that the surface ruptures occurred roughly at the same place
and that each incremental offset lies between 2m and 3m, for

respectively 6 and 4 events to achieve a cumulative offset of
12 m. The results we obtained suggest that the degradation
coefficient inferred from CUmodeling will be overestimated
with a maximum at 50% relative error (Figures 5 and 11a),
and therefore the CU model will provide an acceptable
estimate. Similarly, a relative error can be estimated for the
IU model. Generally, our results can provide estimates of the
error expected when unknown parameters are neglected.
However, the errors given in this study are only valid for a
whole profile inversion. The shifts could be greater if the

Figure 11. �t versus offsets (dh) domains, for which the relative misfits between estimated and true
�t values are lower than ±50%. (a) CU model. (b) IU model.
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degradation coefficients have been estimated from the max-
imum slope only (in particular for the CUmodel [Arrowsmith
et al., 1996]).

8.3. Dating Strategy

[28] In previously published works, two dating strategies
have been carried out to date scarps. On the one hand, scarp
degradation modeling have been used to estimate a degra-
dation coefficient of one event scarp or cumulative scarp
from their whole morphology [e.g., Hanks et al., 1984;
Avouac, 1993; Arrowsmith et al., 1998]. On the other hand,

Bucknam and Anderson [1979] initiated the slope-offset
analysis, allowing to estimate in a very simple manner the
degradation coefficient of a one-event scarp from its max-
imum slope and offset. This method was improved byHanks
and Andrews [1989] by substituting the ‘‘reduced scarp
slope’’ (maximum slope - regional slope) to the single
maximum slope. Other slope-offset functions have been also
derived from the diffusion equation [e.g., Nash, 1984]. In the
case of cumulative normal fault scarps, Avouac and Peltzer
[1993] showed that the scarp morphology, and consequently
its apparent degradation state, depends on the dip of faults

Figure 12. Comparison of scarp slope versus cumulative offset obtained with the numerical model for a
single fault with various set of parameters dh, �t, and fault dip. For a typical value of the mass
diffusivity parameter K at 310�3 m2/yr in arid regions [e.g., Avouac and Peltzer, 1993], �t values of 4,
12, 20, and 40 m2 correspond to interseismic durations of 1300, 4000, 6600, and 13,300 years,
respectively. The corresponding slip rates for dh = 1, 2, 3, and 4 m range from 0.07 to 3 mm/yr. Note that
for a typical value of the mass diffusivity parameter K at 310�3 m2/yr, the reduced scarp slope will
saturates very quickly for interseismic durations lower than 1300 years, that can occur at a plate boundary
as well as in some other active regions like central Asia [e.g., Avouac, 1991].
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that is difficult to estimate on the field without cross section
of a scarp. They avoided this difficulty by comparing the
reduced scarps slopes versus total offset for a significant
number of scarps with those of synthetic profiles generated
by a model accounting for a variable dip of faults and
number of events. This process allowed the authors to bound
the degradation coefficient of the studied normal fault scarp.
Our results suggest that for reverse faults the fault dip is
important as well for reverse faults, especially if the faulting
occurs at the same location. On Figure 12, we plotted the
reduced scarp slope versus cumulative offsets for different
�t values and reverse fault dips in the same way as Avouac
and Peltzer’s [1993] Figure 24b. Figure 12 shows that for a
given �t value the reduced scarp slope varies according to
the fault dip. The main difference with the normal faulting
case studied by Avouac and Peltzer [1993] is that reduced
scarp slopes are greater for faults dipping at 45� than for
vertical faults. On one hand, decreasing fault dip in normal
faulting enlarges the fault scarp and limits therefore the
effect of gravitational collapse, thus decreasing the maxi-
mum slope. On the other hand, decreasing fault dip in
reverse faulting leads to a scarp constriction and favors the
scarp resetting by gravitational collapse, thus increasing the
scarp maximum slope. In the case of low angle reverse
faults, the maximum slope saturates at the slope of repose
much faster than in the case of normal faulting, especially for
large incremental offsets and small �t (Figure 12).
Although the slope-offset method is the simplest approach,
it may be limited for such scarps, providing a poor estimate
of �t. Moreover, because the scarp reactivation at each
event does not occur always at the same location [e.g.,
Avouac and Peltzer, 1993; Nivière and Marquis, 2000],
scarp profiles may become asymmetrical, so that the max-
imum slope does not provide an accurate estimate of the
degradation coefficient for the whole story. This is partic-
ularly expected in the case of reverse faults and in this case,
the degradation coefficient should be estimated rather from
whole scarp profile.

9. Conclusions

[29] Although we did not study an exhaustive range of
reverse faulting possibilities, our results suggest that an
acceptable estimate of the degradation coefficient can be
obtained even though basic processes such as gravitational
collapse and fault dipping are neglected. In particular, the
CU model is a better approximate of reverse fault than
vertical fault, because the gravitational collapse balances
the effect of fault dip. Moreover, we provided another
solution of the diffusion equation accounting for repeated
offsets and variable fault locations. Our results suggest that
this model of intermediate complexity is valid for most of
the cases. Our results may be used in specific studies to
estimate the expected error on the calculated degradation
coefficient using these two simple models and thus to
evaluate the necessary level of complexity required for
the dating model.

Appendix A: Derivation of the IU Model

[30] A general solution of the linear diffusion equation for
elevations h(x, t = K t) can be expressed as the convolution:

h x; tð Þ ¼ G x; tð Þ*h x; t ¼ 0ð Þ ; ðA1Þ

where h(x, t = 0) is the elevation at the location x and at an
initial time. G(x, t) is the solution for an dirac function

G x; tð Þ ¼ 1

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p t

p e�
x2

4 t : ðA2Þ

For a step-like initial topography,

h x; t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ 2 a1 H xð Þ þ bx ; ðA3Þ

where H(x) is the Heaviside function, a1 is the half offset,
and b os the regional slope. For an interseismic time �t1,
the solution at t = �t1 is

h x;�t1ð Þ ¼ G x;�t1ð Þ* 2 a1 H xð Þ þ bxð Þ : ðA4Þ

If a new event occurs with a fault location at a distance �x
from the previous one, the solution at t = �t1 + �t2 can be
expressed by

h x;�t1 þ�t2ð Þ ¼ G x;�t2ð Þ* G x;�t1ð Þ* 2 a1 H xð Þ þ bxð Þ
�

þ 2 a2 H xþ�xð Þ	 ðA5Þ

or

h x;�t1 þ�t2ð Þ ¼ G x;�t2ð Þ* G x;�t1ð Þ* 2 a1 H xð Þ þ bxð Þ
� �

þ G xþ�x;�t2ð Þ* 2 a2 H xð Þ½ 	 : ðA6Þ

Taking the derivative in space of this last expression, we can
express the slope for two events in the case of a stepping
fault given by

@h

@x
x;�t1 þ�t2ð Þ ¼ G x;�t2ð Þ*G x;�t1ð Þ* 2 a1 þ bð Þ

þ G xþ�x;�t2ð Þ*2 a2 ðA7Þ

or

@h

@x
x;�t1 þ�t2ð Þ ¼ G x;�t2 þ�t1ð Þ* 2 a1 þ bð Þ

þ G xþ�x;�t2ð Þ*2 a2 : ðA8Þ

Consider now the half offset ai, the distance between fault
�xi and the interval �ti between events i and i + 1.
Repeating the previous procedure for N events, the solution
for slope at the event N is

@h

@x
x;Kt ¼

XN
i¼1

�ti

 !
¼
XN
i¼1

aiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p
PN

k¼i �tk
q

� exp
"
�

xþ
Pi

k¼1 �xk
� �2

4
PN

k¼i �tk

#
þ b ðA9Þ

with �x1 = 0.
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[31] Integrating equation (A9) in space between �x and x
leads to the analytical solution for elevations

hIU x;Kt¼
XN
i¼1

�ti

 !
¼
XN
i¼1

ai þ
XN
i¼1

ai erf
xþ

Pi
k¼1 �xk

2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPN
k¼i �tk

q
2
64

3
75þ x b

ðA10Þ

with �x1 = 0.
[32] This is a solution for a vertical stepping fault with no

gravitational collapse. The solution for backward step can be
deduced from this expression by replacing �xf by � �xf.
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